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Testimony Outline:

I. Introduction
Primary focus: AB 197’s prioritizing of “direct emission reductions at large stationary sources” and “mobile sources.”

1. What roles for direct regulations and cap-and-trade?
2. To the degree we rely on cap-and-trade, how does AB 197 affect offsets and program linkages to other jurisdictions?

II. What Roles for Regulatory and Market-Based Approaches?
Overall: both regulation and markets have important roles to play. A key question is whether the 2017 Scoping Plan Update should provide a greater role for regulation.

A. The Role of Regulation in the 2017 Scoping Plan Update
1. Direct regulation plays a substantial role in the energy and mobile source sectors.
2. Industry: Less pervasive; Plan contemplates regulations for refineries and oil & gas production
3. Overall: Plan’s regulatory measures will achieve around 72% of the cumulative reduction needed by 2030. (p. 42)
4. To fill gap – 28% of reductions needed by 2030 -- ARB proposes continuing cap and trade program

B. Value of Considering Additional Regulation for the Industry Sector
1. Context: Need for long-term decarbonization. Requires planning, coordination, technical and financial support, and pressure (through regulation or market signals)
2. A market-based approach does not provide industry coordination, planning and support.
3. Until 2025, the cap-and-trade program is unlikely to exert sufficient transformative pressure on industry (through a price signal), since regulations in other sectors will drive necessary reductions until then.
4. The current cap-and-trade program has no mechanism for maximizing the co-pollutant or other co-benefits of decarbonization

C. What Regulation is Possible?
1. Results of Energy Efficiency Audits and Co-Benefit Analysis
First AB 32 scoping plan: ARB required 5 major emitting industries to engage in energy efficiency audits and analyses of co-benefits. Proceeding with regulation in 3 industries (refineries, oil and gas production, electricity generation (indirectly))

Question: What about cement and hydrogen? Completed audits but Plan does not propose regulation

2. Need for Deeper Measures, Beyond Energy Efficiency?
   - Primary source of industrial emissions: on-site energy generation
   - Need to consider not just efficiency, but transition to clean energy.
   - Cap-and-trade says – “you figure it out.” But is more needed to identify transformative opportunities and the steps to achieve them?
   - CA is a leader in electricity, in mobile sources, in the relationship of land use to GHGs … should ARB and California be leaders in driving transformative change in industry as well?

3. Any Role for Cap-and-Trade?
   - Valuable role for cap-and-trade.
     CAP: Bridges the expected gap between existing ideas and target, and provides backstop if/when strategies fail to deliver
     PRICE SIGNAL: Creates an ongoing incentive for emission reducing innovations
     REVENUE: Funds equity, investment in clean energy future, adaptation

III. AB 197 and Cap-and-Trade
   A. Consistency of Cap-and-Trade with AB 197
      - Does AB 197 prioritize only direct regulation to achieve direct emission reductions?
      - Or does it prioritize any policy that achieves direct emission reductions – including cap-and-trade if it achieves such reductions?
   B. AB 197 and Offsets
      - Offsets do not lead to “direct reductions” at large sources
      - Encourage ARB to analyze the effect of offsets on direct emission reductions and consider reducing or eliminating the C&T program’s offset usage. (ARB considering revisiting – see p. 40)
   C. AB 197 and Program Linkage
      - Linkage: Could affect whether reductions occur in California or outside California
      - Did AB 197 implicitly intend for “direct reductions” to be in California, or could they be out-of-state?
      - Raises important questions about how CA-centered the program should be, versus promoting regional and global climate change efforts.
        While California benefits are desirable, urge caution in taking an isolationist approach given the global nature of climate change and global stakes of encouraging climate action
      - The more ARB provides a regulatory foundation that sparks transformative change in California, the less risk that linkages would impede CA’s progress.

IV. The Scoping Plan Update and Co-Pollutant Reductions

I presume there will be insufficient time for discussion of this topic, but include a few notes, and would be happy to follow up later in the hearing or at a later time. A key driver for AB 197’s “priority” for “large
source reductions” is to prioritize GHG and associated co-pollutant reductions form large facilities, which are disproportionately located in disadvantaged communities.

- However, although AB 197 encourages data transparency that will make it easier to see the connection between GHG and co-pollutant emissions, it doesn’t explicitly require that policies link GHG and co-pollutant reductions.
- In legislative proposals to extend cap-and-trade should perhaps go farther. Push for multipollutant air pollution control strategies that permit and foster multi-pollutant planning – legislation that isn’t “GHG” or “co-pollutant” legislation, but multi-pollutant legislation that facilitates collaboration in achieving both climate and AQ goals.
- If transformation to clean energy is the goal, then can’t continue along the path of end-of-the-pipe controls that typifies CAA permitting. ARB needs authority to consider production processes and energy sources.
- And likely to need incentives and investments as well as regulation
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